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Abstract
Phase-sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) have beenwidely studied infiber amplifiers, with remarkable recent
advances. They have also been implemented in an SU(1,1) interferometer. In this paper, we study an
experimental scheme for the implementation of a two-mode PSAbased on a four-wavemixing pro-
cess in rubidium vapor.With the process seeded by coherent probe and conjugate beams, quantum
correlation including intensity difference/sum squeezing and quadrature entanglement between the
output probe and conjugate fields are theoretically analyzed. Compared to previous related research,
several new and interesting results are reported here. Themaximal degree of intensity difference
squeezing can be enhanced by nearly 3 dB compared to a phase-insensitive amplifier with the same
gain. It is also possible to generate intensity sum squeezing between the probe and conjugate fields by
choosing the specific phase of the input beams.Moreover, quadrature entanglement between the
probe and conjugate beams, which can bemanipulated by the phase of the input beams, is predicted.
Our schememayfind a variety of applications in quantummetrology and quantum information pro-
cessing owing to its ability of quantum squeezing and entanglementmanipulation.

1. Introduction

Quantum squeezing and entanglement have both fundamental scientific significance to and potential
applications in quantummetrology and quantum information processing due to their close connectionwith the
uncertainty principle, as well as the advantages they possess in quantumnoise suppression of single lightmodes
or betweenmultiple beams [1–5]. Theoretical studies and experimental implementations of quantum squeezing
and entanglement are the core content of continuous variables quantumoptics and quantum information
science [6–13]. A number of different systems for the generation of quantum squeezing and entanglement have

been intensively studied, including thewidely used insertion of a χ(2)nonlinear crystal into a cavity [14, 15],
four-wavemixing (FWM) in an atomic vapor [16, 17] or optical fibers [18, 19].

Since the first quantum squeezing experiment based on FWM in sodium vaporwas demonstrated about 30
years ago [20], differentmechanisms involving atomic vapor have been proposed and experimentally realized
[16, 17, 21–25]. Recently, a phase-insensitive amplifier (PIA) based on the double-Λ FWMprocess in hot
rubidium vapor has been used to experimentally generate a pair of strongly intensity-correlatedmulti-spatial-
mode beams [26–29] and quantum entangled images [30]. In this system a strong pumpbeam and aweak probe
beamare crossed at the center of the atomic vapor, the output probe beam is amplified and a conjugate beam is
simultaneously generated. The atomic ground state coherence largely suppresses the excess noise, limiting other
earlier atomic-vapor-based squeezing generation. This systemhas been proven to be very successful for a
number of applications in quantum information and precisionmeasurements, such as the tunable delay of
Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) entangled states [31] and the generation of high purity narrow band single
photons [32]. Recently, our group has experimentally realized an SU(1, 1) quantum interferometer with high
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phase sensitivity [33–35] and the generation ofmultiple strongly quantum-correlated beams [36] based on two
FWMprocesses.

By inverting the phase-insensitive FWMprocessmentioned above, i.e., pumping the systemwith two strong
beams along the direction of the previous probe and conjugate beams respectively, and seeding the systemwith a
probe along the direction of the previous pumpbeam, Paul Lett’s group atNIST demonstrated a phase-sensitive
amplifier (PSA)which generatedmulti-spatialmode, single-beam, quadrature squeezed light [37]. Such a
systemwas also used to implement a noiseless amplifier with a noisefigure better than the phase-insensitive
FWMamplifier [38] and to rotate the noise ellipse of the squeezed vacuum light [39].

In this paper, we study an experimental scheme to implement a two-mode PSA.Weuse a double-Λ FWM
process in Rb atomic vapor as shown infigure 1(a). Instead of only seeding the probe field as in the phase-

insensitive FWMprocess [26], twoweak coherent fields, the probe (â) and conjugate (b̂) beams, are
simultaneously symmetrically crossedwith a strong pumpbeam (ĉ) in the atomicmedium as shown in
figure 1(b). Two pumpphotons can convert to one probe photon and one conjugate photon, or vice versa. The
conversion efficiency depends on the phase of the input beams, which induces the amplification and de-
amplification of the inputfields.We predict that the squeezing level of intensity difference and sumof the output
fields can bemanipulated by the phase of input signals. Compared to a PIA configurationwith the same gain,
nearly 3dB of enhancement in intensity difference squeezing can be achieved in the PSA configuration. Intensity
sum squeezing can also be achieved in a narrowphase rangewhich is dependent on the gain.Moreover, by
changing the phase of the input beams, two types of quadrature entanglement between the probe and conjugate
beams can be obtained.

Phase sensitive amplifiers have been studied both infiber amplifiers [18, 19, 40–46] and our previous SU
(1,1) interferometer [33–35]. In the context offiber amplifiers, the noisefigure2 performance of a copier-PSA-
amplified link has been both theoretically and experimentally investigatedwith recent remarkable advances
[19, 42–45].Our study instead focuses on the behavior of quantum squeezing and entanglementmanipulation
between the two output beams, such as the interesting result of 3 dB enhancement of intensity difference
squeezing. In addition, the advantage of a rubidium vapor based FWMamplifier is amulti-spatialmode, because
the cavity is not used to enhance the nonlinearity and hence there are nomode constraints. This has already been
used to realize entangled images using the PIA configuration [30].We believe the current systemmayfind
applications in phase sensitive generation of entangled images. Comparedwith our previous SU(1,1)
interferometer, the amplified probe and newly generated conjugate beams are seeded into the second parametric

Figure 1.Two-mode PSA in hot 85Rb vapor. (a)Double-Λ energy level of 85RbD1 line:Δ and δ stand for the one-photon detuning and
the two-photon detuning respectively. â, b̂ and ĉ stand for the probe, conjugate and pumpfield respectively.With two coherent
inputs, this system is called a PSA.With one or no coherent input, this system is called a PIA. (b) The experimental arrangement. SA:
spectrum analyzer. D1 andD2 are photo-detectors or homodyne detectors depending on themeasurement of squeezing or
entanglement.

2
The noise figure here is defined as the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the input signal divided by the SNRof the output signal.

2
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amplifier (PA),making the second PAphase-sensitive. However, our systemhere is seeded by two coherent
states, whichmakes intensity sum squeezing and phasemanipulation of entanglement type achievable in this
system.

This paper is organized as follows. In the second section, a quantumoperatormodel of this two-mode PSA is
developed. The amplification and de-amplification of the inputfield is briefly described in section 3.1, and the
noise level of the outputfield is also briefly discussed here. The quantum correlation between the probe and
conjugate beams is deduced and the influences of the phase and the intensity ratio of the two input beams are
discussed in section 3.2. In section 3.3, the phase dependent quadrature entanglement properties between the
outputfields are theoretically analyzed. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in section 4.

2. Themodel

The FWMprocess is shown infigure 1. (a) is a cycle that annihilates a pumpphoton, creates a probe photon,
annihilates another pump photon and then creates a conjugate photon. Labeling the annihilation operator of the
probe, conjugate and pump â, b̂ and ĉ respectively, the interactionHamiltonian can bewritten by [47, 48]:

ζ= +θ−H b a h cˆ i e ˆ ˆ . . (1)i † †

where ζ is the strength of the interaction and is proportional to the intensity of pump light.Moreover, ζ depends
strongly on the one-photon detuningΔ and the two-photon detuning δ. The typical value forΔ is about
800MHz, and 4MHz for δ. Hereθ ϕ= 2 c ,ϕc is the phase of the pumpfield. From equations (1), the time
evolution of thefields is given by

= + −θa t G a G bˆ ( ) ˆ e 1 ˆ (2)i †

= − +θ−b t G a G bˆ ( ) e 1 ˆ ˆ (3)
† i †

where ζ=G tcosh depends on the strength of the interaction.When the probe port â is seededwith a

coherent field and the conjugate port b̂ is seededwith vacuum, thenG is the intensity gain for PIA [27].When the
probe and conjugate ports are seededwith coherent fields simultaneously, both the power level and noise
properties of the outputfields depend not only on the gain factorG, but also the phase and the intensity ratio of
the two input beams as discussed in the following sections.

3. Analytical solution

The system evolution is determined by equations (2) and (3). The following calculations assume that we seed the
probe and conjugate ports with coherent fields in order to implement a PSA.

3.1. Amplification andde-amplification of the probefield
To show the amplification and de-amplification of the probefield, we need to derive the relation between the
average photon number of the input and the output fields. From equation (2), themean value of number
operator N̂a,out of the output probe beam is given by:

ϕ= + − + − + −N G N G N G N N G Gˆ ˆ ( 1) ˆ 1 2 ˆ ˆ ( 1) cos (4)a a b a b,out

where〈 〉N̂a and〈 〉N̂b represent the average input photon number of the probe and conjugate fields respectively.ϕ
is equal to ϕ ϕ ϕ− −2 c a b, whereϕa andϕb are the phase of the probe and conjugatefields respectively.

Considering the probe beam is bright,〈 〉 ≫N̂ 1a . Therefore, the third term −G 1 in equation (4), which is due
to the spontaneous emission during the FWMprocess, is negligible. In particular, when the conjugate port is
seededwith vacuum,whichmeans〈 〉 =N̂ 0b , we have〈 〉 = 〈 〉N G Nˆ ˆ

a a,out . This is consistent with the result of the
PIA in [27]. It is obvious from equation (4) that the intensity of output probefield depends not only on the phase
ϕ but also the ratio β (defined as〈 〉 〈 〉N Nˆ ˆ

a b )between the average photon number of the input probe and
conjugate beams. For simplicity, we focus on the situationwhen β = 1at present. This will reduce equation (4)
as follows:

ϕ= − + −N G N G G Nˆ (2 1) ˆ 2 ( 1) ˆ cos (5)a a a,out

To study the amplification of the probe beam, it is convenient to define the effective gainGeff,probe for probe

light as〈 〉 〈 〉N Nˆ ˆ
a a,out ,in . It turns out to be:

3
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ϕ= − + −G G G G2 1 2 ( 1) cos (6)eff,probe

As the phaseϕ varied, the effective gainGeff,probe varies between >G 1eff,probe (amplification) and

<G 1eff,probe (de-amplification) as shown infigure 2.When >G 1eff,probe , two pumpphotons convert to one
probe photon and one conjugate photon, otherwise one probe photon and one conjugate photon convert to two
pumpphotons. The conversion efficiency depends on the phase of input beams. From the inset plot offigure 2, it
is clear that with higher gain, smaller effective gain is obtained atϕ π= .

It is therefore worth studying the influence ofϕ and β on the interference visibility for the two output ports.
We define the visibilityV as − +N N N N( ) ( )max min max min . The visibility for the probe and conjugate output
ports are given by:

β
β

=
−

+ −
V

G G

G G

2 ( 1)

1
(7)probe

β
β β

=
−

+ −
V

G G

G G

2 ( 1)
(8)conjugate

The result, as a function ofG under different β, is presented infigure 3. The visibility saturates as the gain
increases andwhen β = 1, we obtain themaximal saturated visibility (close to 1) for both beams simultaneously.
Thus it is good towork in this condition (〈 〉 = 〈 〉N Nˆ ˆ

a b ) for achieving high interference visibility. Additionally,
when β is closer to the unit, the saturated visibility increases. From these curves we also can clearly see the
symmetrical role of the two input beams.

The interference phenomena can be explained as two individual phase insensitive FWMprocesses seeded
only by the probe or conjugate beam interfering with each other. Each FWMprocess produces its own output of
the probe and conjugate beams respectively. The two output probes of the same frequency overlap spatially
under our current symmetric geometry and so are the two output conjugate beams. Thus these two output probe
(conjugate) beamswill interfere with each other, leading to the amplification or de-amplification of the beams.
From this point of view, our two-mode PSA induces interference signals for each output port.

From the above discussion, we find that the probe beam could be amplified or de-amplified determined by
the phaseϕ of the input beams.However, the probe beamalways has increased noise after an amplification or
de-amplification process.Wewill show the result by studying the noise level of probe beam.Usually, it is
quantified by the ratio of the variance of the output after the PSA to the variance at the standard quantum limit
(SQL), namely:

Figure 2.The relation betweenGeff,probe andϕ under the condition β = 1. From top to bottom,G=7 (yellow),G=5 (red),G=3
(green) and =G 1eff,probe (blue). Above the blue line, the probe beam is amplified, otherwise it is de-amplified. Inset: the expanded
plot aroundϕ π= .

4
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= −
( )
( )

Var N

Var N
G

ˆ

ˆ
2 1 (9)

a

a

PSA

SQL

Here one can easily calculate the termVar N( ˆ )a PSA from equation (2), andVar N( ˆ )a SQL is just themean value of

the output photon number, i.e.〈 〉N̂a,out . The result corresponds to the linear increase of the noise on the probe
beamas the gain increases. It is not dependent on the phase of the input beamswhether or not the system is
amplifying or de-amplifying the input signal. The second termon the right side of equation (2) represents the
added noise induced by the amplifier [49]. This kind of additive noise is independent of the input probemode.
Therefore this kind of amplifier always introduces excess noise to the input signal. The same result can be
obtained for the conjugate beamdue to the symmetrical role of probe and conjugate beams in this system.

In conclusion, this systembehaves as an amplifier whose gain is determined by the phaseϕ of the input
beams. From the point of interference, it can be seen as an interferometer whose visibility depends on the
intensity ratio β of the input beams.

3.2.Quantumvariances of intensity difference and the sumbetween the output probe and conjugate beams
The degree of squeezing of the intensity difference between the probe and conjugate beamswith respect to the
SQL is given by:

=
−

−

( )
( )

DS
Var N N

Var N N

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ
(10)

a b

a b

diff
PSA

SQL

ϕ

=

− + −
+

G G G

1

(2 1) 4 ( 1) cos

(11)
N N

N N

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

a b

a b

ϕ
=

− + − β
β+

G G G

1

(2 1) 4 ( 1) cos
(12)

1

Whenwe seed a vacuumfield to the conjugate port, i.e.〈 〉 =N̂ 0b there is a quantumnoise reduction of
−G1 (2 1) in intensity difference, which agrees with the result in [27]. The degree of squeezing depends not

only on the gainG but also the ratio β and the phaseϕ as shown infigures 4 and 5. Infigure 4, we set the phase of
input beamsϕ as zero to study the influence of the intensity ratio β on the degree of intensity difference
squeezing. As shown infigure 4, when the ratio β is above 1, the squeezing level decreases as β increases. It slowly

Figure 3.Visibility of two output fields as a function ofGwith different β. Left: probe beam, right: conjugate beam.Different color
lines are: β = 0.2 (black), β = 0.5 (magenta), β = 1 (red), β = 2 (green) and β = 5 (yellow). As the gain increases, the visibility will
saturate.When β is closer to the unit, the saturated visibility increases.

5
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approaches the squeezing level of the PIA configurationwhen β tends to infinity (not shown in thefigure 4),
which corresponds to the case of seeding a vacuumfield to the conjugate port. As β decreases to zero, which
means seeding a vacuum field to the probe port, the squeezing level also returns to the PIA configuration.We
alsofind themaximal squeezing is achievedwhen β = 1, which corresponds to themaximal visibility for both
the probe and conjugate beams as discussed infigure 3.Most importantly, nearly 3 dB enhancement (e.g. for
G=5, 2.98 dB is possible) on the squeezing level of intensity difference between the probe and conjugate beams
can be achieved in this system compared to the PIA configurationwith the same gain. As shown infigure 5, the

squeezing level varies with the phase, herewe set β = 1.Whenϕ π∈ − −[0, arccos )G

G

1 , this systemproduces

relative intensity squeezing between the two outputfields. In particular, whenϕ ∈ π[0, )
2
, the squeezing level is

even lower than the PIA configurationwith the same gain.Whenϕ π π∈ − +− −( arccos , arccos )G

G

G

G

1 1 ,

we get anti-squeezing on the intensity difference between the two outputfields.We could either enhance the
squeezing level compared to the PIA configuration or get an anti-squeezing on intensity difference via varying
the phaseϕ of the input beams. Themaximal squeezing level on intensity difference is obtainedwhenϕ = 0 and

Figure 4.The squeezing level of intensity difference in decibels as a function of βwhenϕ = 0. The squeezing level becomesmaximal
when β = 1 and approaches the squeezing level in the PIA configuration as β tends to infinity or zero. Dashed lines: the squeezing level
in the PIA configuration; solid lines: the squeezing level in the PSA configuration. Green lines:G=3, red lines:G=5, blue line: SQL.

Figure 5.The squeezing level of intensity difference in decibels as a function of the phaseϕwhen β = 1. The squeezing level can be
lower than that of the PIAwhenϕ ∈ π[0, )

2
. Otherwise, whenϕ is close to π, the noise is even higher than SQL, thus it is anti-

squeezing. Dashed line: the squeezing level in the PIA configuration, solid lines: the squeezing level in PSA configuration. Green lines:
G=3, red lines:G=5, blue line: SQL.
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β = 1, which corresponds to the situation that two pumpphotons convert to one probe photon and one
conjugate photon. The numbers of the generated photons on both beams are the same in principle, thus the
noise of intensity difference is reduced in this case.

The nearly 3 dB enhancement can be interpreted by the interference between the two individual phase
insensitive FWMprocesses seeded only by the probe or conjugate beam.Herewe assume both FWMprocesses
are operating at the same gain ofG. Considering the FWMprocess seeded only by the probe beam, the intensity
of the output probe beam is 〈 〉G N̂a and the newly generated conjugate beamhas an intensity of − 〈 〉G N( 1) ˆ

a .
The same results can be obtained for the FWMprocess seeded only by the conjugate beam. The intensity of the
amplified conjugate beam is 〈 〉G N̂b , and − 〈 〉G N( 1) ˆ

b for the newly generated probe beam. For simplicity, we

assume〈 〉 = 〈 〉 =N N Nˆ ˆ
a b 0. Therefore, themaximal intensity of the probe beamof the PSA seeded by both the

probe and conjugate beams is − + − 〈 〉G G G N(2 1 2 ( 1) ) ˆ
0 .When ≫G 1, thismaximal intensity is

approximately given by − 〈 〉G N2(2 1) ˆ
0 . Since the number difference operator −N Nˆ ˆ

a b is invariant during the
FWMprocess, themaximal squeezing degree of the intensity difference will occurwhen two FWMprocesses
exhibit constructive interference. Thus

=
−

−
≈

−
=

−

( )
( )

DS
Var N N

Var N N

N

G N G

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

2

4(2 1)

1

2(2 1)
(13)

a b

a b
diff
max PSA

SQL

0

0

Themaximal squeezing degree of the intensity difference in decibels is approximately + −log G3 10 (1 (2 1))10

. Asmentioned above, the second term corresponds to the squeezing degree of the phase insensitive amplifier. In
otherwords, the nearly 3 dB enhancement comes from the constructive interference of the two individual FWM
processes.

The noise of the intensity sumbetween the probe and conjugate beams is always amplified andwell above its
corresponding SQL during the FWMprocess in the PIA configuration. Due to the interference phenomena on
both the probe and conjugate beams, we find that the noise of the intensity sumof the two outputfields could be
well below the SQLwithin a very narrowphase and intensity ratio range in the PSA configuration.

From equations (2) and (3), the degree of squeezing of the intensity sumwith respect to the SQL is given by:

=
+

+

( )
( )

DS
Var N N

Var N N

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ
(14)

a b

a b

sum
PSA

SQL

α= − −G2(2 1) (15)

whereα ϕ= − + − β
β+

G G G1 [(2 1) 4 ( 1) cos ]
1

. In the PIA configuration, theDSsum is approximately

− − −G G2(2 1) 1 (2 1) independent ofϕ. Due to the termα in equation (15), whenϕnears π, it is possible to
obtain a squeezing level below the SQL. Additionally, the noise property depends on the ratio β. Infigure 6, we
set the phase of input beamsϕ as π and study how the intensity ratio β affects the degree of intensity sum
squeezing. Infigure 7, we set β = 1 to study the influence of the phase on the degree of intensity sum squeezing.
From these twofigures it is clear that the squeezing level below the SQL can only be observedwithin a very
narrow range of both β andϕ. The size of the range depends onG. The higher the gain, the narrower the range.
Moreover, a larger squeezing level can be achievedwith higher gainG, e.g. for a givenG=5,more than 10 dB of
squeezing is possible, shown as the red curves infigures 6 and 7. Themaximal squeezing level is achievedwhen
β = 1andϕ π= , which corresponds to the situation inwhich two input photons convert to two pumpphotons.

In conclusion, in order to observe the squeezing for the intensity difference between probe and conjugate
beams, the input signals should be amplified.Moreover nearly 3 dB of enhancement is theoretically predicted
compared to the PIA configurationwith the same gain. In contrast, the input signal should be de-amplified in
order to observe the squeezing for the intensity sum. Additionally, this type of intensity sum squeezing can never
be realized in the PIA configuration.

3.3.Quantum entanglement between the output probe and conjugate beams
The ‘amplitude’ and ‘phase’ quadrature operators of the field are defined by:

= + = −( ) ( )X a a Y a aˆ 1

2
ˆ ˆ , ˆ i

2
ˆ ˆ (16)† †

Based on the above discussion, it is better to have two input signals of equal power to showhigh non-classical
properties of this system. Thus for the following calculations, we assume〈 〉 = 〈 〉N Nˆ ˆ

a b .
From equation (16) the sum/difference combinations of the amplitude and phase quadratures of probe and

conjugate are:

7
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+ = + + +( )X X a a b bˆ ˆ 1

2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (17)a b

† †

− = + − −( )X X a a b bˆ ˆ 1

2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (18)a b

† †

+ = − + −( )Y Y
i

a a b bˆ ˆ
2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (19)a b
† †

− = − − +( )Y Y
i

a a b bˆ ˆ
2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (20)a b
† †

The variances for each combination are:

θ+ = − + −( )Var X X G G Gˆ ˆ 2 1 2 ( 1) cos (21)a b

θ− = − − −( )Var X X G G Gˆ ˆ 2 1 2 ( 1) cos (22)a b

Figure 6.The squeezing level of intensity sum in decibels as a function of the ratio βwhenϕ π= . Dashed lines: the anti-squeezing
level in the PIA configuration; solid lines: the squeezing level in the PSA configuration. Green lines:G=3, red lines:G=5, blue line:
SQL. Inset: the expanded plot around β = 1.

Figure 7.The squeezing level of intensity sum in decibels as a function of the phaseϕwhen β = 1. Dashed lines: the anti-squeezing
level in the PIA configuration; solid lines: the squeezing level in the PSA configuration. Green lines:G=3, red lines:G=5, blue line:
SQL. Inset: the expanded plot aroundϕ π= .
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θ+ = − − −( )Var Y Y G G Gˆ ˆ 2 1 2 ( 1) cos (23)a b

θ− = − + −( )Var Y Y G G Gˆ ˆ 2 1 2 ( 1) cos (24)a b

The amplitude quadratures sum and phase quadratures sum (amplitude quadratures difference and phase
quadratures difference) between the probe and conjugate beams forms one pair ofHeisenberg uncertainty
conjugate variables, since + + =X X Y Y[ ˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ ] 2ia b a b ( − − =X X Y Y[ ˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ ] 2ia b a b ). But the amplitude quadratures
sum and phase quadratures difference (amplitude quadratures difference and phase quadratures sum) are
commutative since + − =X X Y Y[ ˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ ] 0a b a b ( − + =X X Y Y[ ˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ ] 0a b a b ). In order to show entanglement, the noise

reduction in the two generalized quadratures ( − +X X Y Yˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ
a b a b or + −X X Y Yˆ ˆ , ˆ ˆ

a b a b)must fulfill the in-

separability criterion: = − + + <E Var X X Var Y Y( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ) 2a b a b or = + + − <E Var X X Var Y Y( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ) 2a b a b

[50, 51].The value ofE for our system is changingwith the phase of the pump field, as shown infigure 8. The
solid lines represent the amplitude quadratures difference and phase quadratures sum entanglement (denoted as
type I entanglement) and the dash lines represent the amplitude quadratures sum andphase quadratures
difference entanglement (denoted as type II entanglement). The strongest entanglement for type I is obtained
whenθ π= 2 which corresponds to themaximal amplification for the input beams.On the other hand, the
strongest entanglement for type II entanglement is achieved atθ π= which corresponds to themaximal de-
amplification for the input beams. These two types of quadrature entanglement can be achieved by changing the
phase θ. Both types of quadrature entanglement can only be observedwithin a phase rangewhich is determined
by the gainG.With higher gain, the value ofE gets smallermeaning stronger entanglement, but the phase range
for observing the entanglement becomes narrower. E.g. with a givenG=5, the smallest value ofE is equal to
0.11.Whenθ π π∈ − +(2 arccos , 2 arccos )2

5

2

5
, it shows type I entanglement.When

θ π π∈ − +( arccos , arccos )2

5

2

5
, it shows type II entanglement. The size of phase ranges for observing these

two types of quadrature entanglement are the same.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied an experimental scheme to build a two-mode PSA via a double-Λ FWMprocess in
hot Rb atomic vapor. Twoweak coherent fields, the probe and conjugate beams, are crossedwith a strong pump
beam in the atomicmedium. Although a similar structure of twomode PSAhas been studied both theoretically
and experimentally infiber amplifiers and also implemented in an SU(1,1) interferometer, we have shown some
new and interesting results for quantum squeezing and entanglement. Particularly, intensity sum squeezing
between the two output beams is predicted theoretically.Moreover, nearly 3 dB of enhancement in intensity

Figure 8.Upper graph: the value of E varies with the phase θ. Lower left: the expanded plot around π2 of solid line, right: the expanded
plot around π of dash line. Solid lines: type I entanglement, dash lines: type II entanglement. Green lines:G=3, red lines:G=5 and
blue lines: E=2. Below the blue linemeans there exists quantum entanglement between the generalized quadratures.
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difference squeezing can be obtained compared to the PIA configurationwith the same gain. Finally, we have
also studied possible entanglement between the two output beams. Two types of quadrature entanglement can
be obtained andmanipulated by the phase of the input beams. These findingsmay find applications in quantum
metrology and quantum information processing, such as the phase sensitive generation of entangled images,
through quantum squeezing and entanglementmanipulation.
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